
Allora - Shortcut Key Reference Guide

Increase the volume.

Decrease the volume.

Go to the Allora 
settings menu.

Mute / unmute the sound.

Add the message to the 
sentence prediction list.

Pronounce date.

Pronounce time.

Increase the character size. 
Once maximum size is reached, the 
next step will start from the minimum 
size and then continues increasing 
again.

Decrease the character size.
Once minimum size is reached, the 
next step will start from the maximum 
size and then continues decreasing 
again.

Switch the 2nd display 
on or off. 
This setting is stored until it is 
changed again.

Switch between sound from 
the 2nd display or from the 
Allora (only when 2nd display is 
disconnected). 
This setting is stored until it is 
changed again.

Switch between word prediction, 
sentence prediction and no 
prediction. 
This setting is stored until it is 
changed again.

Show the Allora battery status, 
the 2nd display status and the 
version of the firmware.

Show the telecom provider, the 
signal strength of the phone 
operator (texting only) and the 
free memory for text messages.
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Stop any sound from playing. (This is helpful when if you 
made make a mistake.) 

The ‘message’ key is used to recall a stored message. 

Press the ‘message’ key first and then press a figure or a letter. 
The message that is associated with this key will then be called. 
This also applies to the combination:

• message key + Fn + figure or character

 message key + Shift + figure or character

 message key + Fn + Shift + figure or character

To save a message under a key, first type the message, then press the 
‘message’ key  twice followed by the figure or the letter under 
which you want to save the message. Then press ‘confirm’  or 
‘ignore’ . You can also use the following combinations as locations 
to save a message:

 Fn + figure or character

 Shift + figure or character

•

 Fn + Shift + figure or character

The ‘sound’ key is used to play stored sounds 
or recordings.

Press the ‘sound’ key first, and then press a figure or a letter to the 
play the associated recording. This also applies to the combination:

 sound key + Fn + figure or character

 sound key + Shift + figure or character

 sound key + Fn + Shift + figure or character

Pressing the sound key twice will make the ‘attention’ sound.

The following list gives you an overview of the function key combinations: 
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